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‘Set Cartesian Compliance’ allows you to set the impedance of 

the Arm in all Cartesian axes. The axes to be set are defined by 

the settings in the transformation matrix of the flange to the 

end effector because impedance is defined in the coordinate 

system for the end effector. The lower a value for an axis, the 

higher the impedance of the arm in this axis. The values set 

here are maintained for all subsequent Apps.

Repeat

Available Research Apps

Set Cartesian Compliance

Set Joint Compliance

Set Collision Thresholds

‘Set Joint Compliance’ allows you to set the impedance of the 

Arm is in the corresponding axis. The values set here are main

behavior of Panda when following paths. They can, hower, also 

be used to implement guiding of the Arm within the environ

ment.



olds. Because Panda is equipped with an external force and 

limit. The limits should always be chosen with regard to the 

Task to be carried out. The values set are valid for all subse
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‘Cartesian Motion’ lets the Arm move in the Cartesian space 

within the points taught by the user. The Arm moves on a stra

ight line between two points, the actual points are only striked 

and do not need to be reached. For execution of this App, the 

impedance values set under a ‘Joint Compliance’ App are used.

The first step of the configuration is teaching the points 

between which the Arm should move. Then the speed and 

acceleration for the movement are defined and set in percent 

of the maximum speed and acceleration. The maximum values 

can vary depending on the configuration, the weight of the 

end effector and the defined maximum speed.
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‘Move Contact’ allows the tracing of a taught sequence of 





ance values set in a ‘Joint Compliance’ App are used.



tact will be considered as a successful end to the movement.

Move Contact

Cartesian Compliance’ App are used.

frame in which the force shall be applied. Then the desired 



Apply Force
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Lissajous Figures

Spiral

Line
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following App will be executed. 



seconds.

Wait

Change Gripper Width’ allows the user to change the gripper 

Hand before gripping an object.

The desired gripper width and the speed with which the grip

per shall move can be set on the Arm or using the slider.

‘Grasp’ allows Panda to grasp objects. 

The configuration is done similarily to the configuration in the 

‘Change Gripper Widht’ App. The grasping force and the mass 

of the object to be grasped can be configured additionally. 

This should be done very precisely in order to avoid negative 

effects on the performance of force application or subsequent 

movements.

Change Gripper Width

Grasp
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‘Modbus Out’ sets the configured Modbus output to the 

confgured value.

For configuring this App, the corresponding Modbus output 

needs to be selected, meaning that the module, the card and 

the input of the value to be expected need to be configured.

Modbus Wait

Modbus Out

Modbus Pulse


